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HELIUM SUPERFLUIDITY

Shapes and vorticities of superfluid
helium nanodroplets
Luis F. Gomez,1* Ken R. Ferguson,2 James P. Cryan,3 Camila Bacellar,3,4

Rico Mayro P. Tanyag,1 Curtis Jones,1 Sebastian Schorb,2 Denis Anielski,5,6

Ali Belkacem,3 Charles Bernando,7 Rebecca Boll,5,6,8 John Bozek,2 Sebastian Carron,2

Gang Chen,9† Tjark Delmas,10 Lars Englert,11 Sascha W. Epp,5,6 Benjamin Erk,5,6,8

Lutz Foucar,6,12 Robert Hartmann,13 Alexander Hexemer,9 Martin Huth,13 Justin Kwok,14

Stephen R. Leone,3,4,15 Jonathan H. S. Ma,3,16 Filipe R. N. C. Maia,17‡ Erik Malmerberg,18,19

Stefano Marchesini,9,20 Daniel M. Neumark,3,4 Billy Poon,18 James Prell,4 Daniel Rolles,6,8,12

Benedikt Rudek,5,6§ Artem Rudenko,5,6,21 Martin Seifrid,1 Katrin R. Siefermann,3‖
Felix P. Sturm,3 Michele Swiggers,2 Joachim Ullrich,5,6§ Fabian Weise,3¶
Petrus Zwart,18 Christoph Bostedt,2,22# Oliver Gessner,3# Andrey F. Vilesov1,7#

Helium nanodroplets are considered ideal model systems to explore quantum
hydrodynamics in self-contained, isolated superfluids. However, exploring the dynamic
properties of individual droplets is experimentally challenging. In this work, we used
single-shot femtosecond x-ray coherent diffractive imaging to investigate the
rotation of single, isolated superfluid helium-4 droplets containing ~108 to 1011 atoms.
The formation of quantum vortex lattices inside the droplets is confirmed by
observing characteristic Bragg patterns from xenon clusters trapped in the vortex
cores. The vortex densities are up to five orders of magnitude larger than those observed
in bulk liquid helium. The droplets exhibit large centrifugal deformations but retain
axially symmetric shapes at angular velocities well beyond the stability range of
viscous classical droplets.

T
he discoveries of superconductors, super-
fluids, and Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs)
(1, 2) reveal that a large number of particles
can occupy a single quantum state that
extends across macroscopic length scales.

A notable example is superfluid 4He (3–6): It
lacks any viscosity below a critical temperature
of Tl = 2.17 K, and its motion is described by a
single wave function (1, 2, 5–7). Isolated He
nanodroplets were employed to study the onset
of superfluidity through the observation of fric-
tionless, quantized rotation of embedded mole-
cules surrounded with varying numbers of 4He
atoms (8). However, the unambiguous demon-
stration of a quantum mechanical state of mo-
tion of an entire helium nanodroplet remains
challenging.
In a finite droplet, any manifestation of liquid

flow must involve rotational motion, which, in a
superfluid, embodies itself in quantum vortices
(6, 7). Indeed, the formation of regular arrays
of parallel vortices was detected in a rotating
bucket filled with superfluid He (9, 10). However,
surprisingly little is known about quantum ro-
tation in superfluid droplets. Calculations pre-

dict that vortices may exist in 4He droplets as
small as a few nanometers in diameter (11–13),
but experimental studies of this elusive phenom-
enon remain challenging (14). Recently, traces of
vortices were detected in He droplets ~1 mm in
diameter (15). However, these exploratory experi-
ments did not provide detailed hydrodynamic
properties of the spinning droplets, such as their
shapes or the spatial arrangements of the vor-
tices they contain. In this work, we studied the
rotation of single, isolated superfluid He nano-
droplets via coherent scattering of x-rays from a
free-electron laser (FEL) (16–18). Figure 1 illus-
trates the experiment, in which 4He droplets with
radii R = 100 to 1000 nm [number of He atoms
(NHe) = 108 to 1011] were produced upon frag-
mentation of liquid helium expanding into a
vacuum (15, 19, 20) [see section S1 of (21)]. After
a time of flight of 3.8 ms across a distance of
640 mm from the nozzle, the droplets traversed
the focus of the FELbeam[photon energy= 1.5 keV,
wavelengthl =0.827nm].Diffraction imageswere
recorded with a pn-junction charge-coupled device
detector placed ≈565 mm behind the interaction
volume. Each image originates from a single

droplet irradiated by a single FEL shot. The low-
density core of 4He vortices is ≈0.2 nm in diam-
eter (7), which does not provide sufficient contrast
for direct detection by x-ray scattering. There-
fore, the droplets are doped with Xe atoms (NXe ≈
10−3NHe), which cluster along the vortex cores
(10, 15) and act as a contrast agent.
Diffraction images of individual neat helium

droplets are shown in Fig. 2, A to C. The circular
and elliptical diffraction contours in Fig. 2, A and
B, are consistentwith diffraction from spheroidal
droplets with a symmetry half-axis a and two
equal perpendicular half-axes b (fig. S2). The as-
pect ratio AR = (long half-axis)/(short half-axis)
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≥ 1 of the diffraction contours quantifies the dis-
tortion of the droplets from a spherical shape
(AR = 1). Each diffraction image reflects the
projection of a single droplet’s density profile
onto the detector plane; the longer axis in the
diffraction pattern corresponds to the shorter
droplet axis and vice versa. Because the a axis
subtends an arbitrary angle with the x-ray beam,
only the b axis and an upper boundary a ≤ b/AR
can be deduced from each image. The pattern in
Fig. 2A originates from either a spherical droplet
with R = a = b = 298 T 5 nm or a spheroidal
droplet with b = R and its a axis aligned parallel
to the x-ray beam. The diffraction pattern in Fig.

2B corresponds to a spheroidwith b= 284 T 5 nm
and a ≤ 0.87b = 247 T 5 nm [section S2 of (21)].
Approximately ~1% of the diffraction images

cannot be described by ellipses and exhibit very
high aspect ratios of 1.7 < AR < 2.3, such as AR =
1.92 in Fig. 2C. Figure 2D shows the outline of the
corresponding droplet, which was obtained by
inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of Fig. 2C [sec-
tion S3 of (21)]. The droplet is wheel-shaped with
two nearly parallel surfaces andhalf-axesa=220 T
15 nm and b = 422 T 10 nm. The intense diagonal
streak in Fig. 2C indicates that the droplet was
imaged edge-onwithin T 5° [see section S3 of (21)].
Thus, values for both a and b can be determined.

Our measurements reveal that, on average,
~40% of He droplets [section S5 of (21)] in the
beam are not spherical, as was previously as-
sumed (20), but are better represented by
spheroids or wheel shapes. In general, a droplet
may acquire a nonspherical shape due to rota-
tional or vibrational excitation. However, our
estimates show that vibrational shape oscilla-
tions should decay before the interaction point
[section S6 of (21)]. Therefore, the elliptical and
streaked diffraction patterns are ascribed to ob-
late rotating droplets. The droplet rotation prob-
ably originates from inhomogeneous flow of helium
through the nozzle during the expansion (15).
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. (A) Rotating droplets are produced by expanding He fluid into a vacuum through a 5-mm nozzle at a temperature of T0 ≈ 5 K and a
backing pressure P0 = 20 bar. (B) Quantum vortices form upon evaporative cooling of rotating droplets to below Tl. (C) Droplets are doped with Xe atoms in a cell
filled with Xe gas. (D and E) X-ray diffraction images of single droplets are recorded using single FEL light pulses.

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction images of neat He droplets. Images in (A) to (C) represent circular, elliptical, and streaked patterns, respectively, displayed in
a logarithmic color scale. (D) Image showing a droplet outline reconstructed from the diffraction pattern in (C) by IFT. Note that the droplet itself is not
hollow but filled. (E to G) 3D representations of the droplet shapes in (A) to (C) have been placed below the corresponding images.



The shapes adopted by the rotating quantum
droplets display similarities andpointed differences
when comparedwith their classical counterparts. A
classical droplet, rotating as a rigid body, can be
described by the reduced angular velocity

W ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rV
32ps

r
w ð1Þ

which defines the droplet’s aspect ratio (22, 23).
Here, r is the density, s is the surface tension, V
is the volume of the droplet, and w is its angular
velocity. No droplet is stable beyond the dis-
integration limit of WMAX = 0.75. At small W, a
droplet has a spheroidal shape. BeyondW = 0.56
(b/a = 1.50), viscous classical droplets become
unstable and begin to exhibit two-lobed shapes,
resembling a peanut that rotates around its short
axis. Multilobed droplet shapes emerge at even
higher W (22–24). In this work, we observe
axially symmetric droplets with aspect ratios as
high as b/a = 2.3, corresponding to W = 0.71
[section S4 of (21)], which is considerably higher
than the shape instability threshold of classi-
cal droplets. No evidence for multilobed shapes
was detected. Our results confirm the predicted
extended range of stability in rotating quantum
liquids (23) and indicate that superfluid droplets
remain axially symmetric up to rotational speeds
close to WMAX.
The angular velocities (w) of rotating droplets

can be determined from the degree of centrifugal
distortion, quantified by the a and b half-axes
[section S4 of (21)] (23). For the image in Fig. 2C,
this analysis leads to w = 1.4 × 107 s−1. The
rotation of a superfluid may manifest as a lattice
of uniformly distributed parallel vortices (1, 6, 7, 9)
with an area density of

nV ¼ 2wM
h

ð2Þ

Here,M is themass of the 4He atom, h is Planck’s
constant, and nV is the number of vortices per
unit area in a plane perpendicular to the axis of
rotation (6, 7). For the droplet imaged in Fig. 2C,
Eq. 2 predicts a vortex density ofnV = 2.8 × 1014m–2

and a total number of vortices of NV = pb2nV =
160. Evidently, droplets in the beam are charac-
terized by a substantial degree of rotational ex-
citation and thus should contain large numbers

of quantum vortices. The existence of these
vortices is confirmed by doping the He droplets
with Xe atoms.
Figure 3 shows diffraction images of He drop-

lets doped with Xe atoms. In addition to the
characteristic ring patterns from the droplets,
many images exhibit Bragg spots that either lie
on a line crossing the image center (Fig. 3A) or
form an equilateral triangular pattern (Fig. 3B).
The Bragg spot separations in Fig. 3 correspond
to regularly spaced Xe structures with periods of
d ≈ 100 nm, whereas the ring patterns arise from
a droplet with R ≈ 1 mm. These numbers are
consistent with the condensation of Xe atoms
along the cores of multiple parallel vortices ar-
ranged in a lattice within the superfluid droplet
(Fig. 3C). According to this model, both linear
and triangular Bragg spot arrangements emerge
from ordered lattices with different relative an-
gles between the x-ray beam and the vortex lines.
The actual shape of the vortices cannot be de-
termined from the Bragg spots, although the
vortices in the arrays are expected to have some
curvature as they terminate perpendicular to the
droplet’s surface. Approximately 5% of the doped
droplet images exhibit Bragg spots. Considering
that the appearance of Bragg spots depends
critically on the relative alignment of the vortex
structures and the x-ray beam, which is randomly
distributed in these experiments, we estimate that
~50% of droplets contain vortex lattices [section
S7 of (21)].
The identification of quantum vortices pro-

vides direct evidence of the superfluidity of He
nanodroplets. The appearance of triangular vor-
tex arrangements agrees with previous observa-
tions of triangular arrays of quantum vortices in
rarified BECs (25, 26). The diameters of the
vortex cores in superfluid He, however, are small
compared with the droplet sizes and the vortex
length scales, which can lead to extended, three-
dimensional (3D) vortex arrangements.
The diffraction pattern in Fig. 3B provides a

direct measure of the vortex density, nV = 4.5 ×
1013 m–2, and the droplet radius, b = 1100 nm,
corresponding to a total number of vorticesNV =
170. The angular velocity of the rotating droplet
is w = 2.2 × 106 s–1 (Eq. 2). The diffraction rings in
Fig. 3B are circular within the experimental res-

olution (~3%). This observation and, in particular,
the emergence of the triangular Bragg pattern,
indicate that the droplet was imaged almost ex-
actly along the a axis. From the angular velocity
and the equatorial radius b, the aspect ratio and
reduced angular velocity of the droplet are es-
timated to be AR = 1.34 and W = 0.50, respec-
tively [section S4 of (21)]. These values fall well
within the axisymmetric shape stability limits for
rotating droplets. The vortex density in this drop-
let is about five orders of magnitude larger than
previously observed in rotating bucket experi-
ments with bulk superfluid helium (9, 10). These
numbers demonstrate that superfluid He drop-
lets provide access to unexplored regimes of ro-
tational excitation in quantum liquids. It is
intriguing that, although observation of the wheel
shapes in smaller droplets (b ≈ 300 to 400 nm)
indicates the existence of high vortex densities in
the range of nV ≈ 3 × 1014 m–2, no corresponding
Bragg patterns were observed in these droplets
[section S7 of (21)]. This may indicate that vor-
tices at extremely high densities fail to crystallize
and instead form a disordered state with little
resemblance to a lattice. Another possibility is
the existence of nonequilibrium states, which
may be related to quantum turbulence. However,
estimates [section S6 of (21)] show that turbu-
lence, which accompanies establishment (27) or
breakdown (28) of equilibrium quantum rota-
tion, decays before the interaction point. Hydro-
dynamic instability of the droplet shape at high
angular velocities may also disrupt vortex ar-
rays. The possibility for the formation of non-
stationary vortex states in superfluid heliumhas
been discussed (6) but has never been confirmed
experimentally. In addition, BECs at high w are
predicted to undergo a quantum phase transi-
tion into a highly correlated nonsuperfluid state
devoid of any vortices (26). It would therefore be
interesting to explore whether similar concepts
apply to rotating He droplets at high w.
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Fig. 3. He droplets doped with Xe atoms. (A and B) X-ray diffraction images of doped droplets, displayed in a logarithmic intensity scale. (C) Droplet and
embedded Xe clusters. Images in (A) and (B) correspond to tilted and parallel alignments of the vortex axes with respect to the incident x-ray beam, respectively.
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NANOPARTICLE IMAGING

Electron microscopy of gold
nanoparticles at atomic resolution
Maia Azubel,1 Jaakko Koivisto,2 Sami Malola,3 David Bushnell,1 Greg L. Hura,4

Ai Leen Koh,5 Hironori Tsunoyama,6* Tatsuya Tsukuda,6† Mika Pettersson,2

Hannu Häkkinen,2,3 Roger D. Kornberg1‡

Structure determination of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) is necessary for understanding
their physical and chemical properties, but only one AuNP larger than 1 nanometer in
diameter [a 102–gold atom NP (Au102NP)] has been solved to atomic resolution. Whereas
the Au102NP structure was determined by x-ray crystallography, other large AuNPs have
proved refractory to this approach. Here, we report the structure determination of a
Au68NP at atomic resolution by aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy,
performed with the use of a minimal electron dose, an approach that should prove
applicable to metal NPs in general. The structure of the Au68NP was supported
by small-angle x-ray scattering and by comparison of observed infrared absorption
spectra with calculations by density functional theory.

G
old nanoparticles (AuNPs) are of both fun-
damental and practical interest. Particles
on the order of 1 nm in diameter exhibit
distinctive physical and chemical prop-
erties, with potential applications ranging

from quantum electronics to biomedicine (1–3).
The x-ray crystal structure of a 102–gold atom
NP (Au102NP), 1.5 nm in diameter, showed the
cluster of gold atoms surrounded by 44 thiolate
ligands (4). This atomic structure had threefold
importance: (i) It identified the Au102NP as a
molecule, with a precise composition and dis-
tinct arrangement of atoms; (ii) it led to the idea
of the gold cluster as a “super atom,” stabilized by
the filling of electron shells; and (iii) it revealed
a layer of alternating gold and ligand molecules
at the interface with solution (5). Subsequent
x-ray structures of much smaller organosoluble
AuNPs have supported the super-atom idea and
have shown a similar gold-thiol surface layer
[reviewed in (6)]. Structure determination of
other water-soluble AuNPs, and of larger NPs in
general, has so far been unsuccessful. Although
water-soluble AuNPs ranging from 1 to 3 nm in
diameter have been crystallized, x-ray diffrac-
tion has not extended beyond ~5 Å resolution.
Here, we demonstrate the structure determina-
tion of a AuNP by a combination of a low-dose
approach and aberration-corrected transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM), and we report

an atomic structure with both similarities and
notable differences from the Au102NP.
Whereas the thiolate ligand of theAu102NPwas

p-mercaptobenzoic acid (p-MBA), we have now
performed synthesis with 3-MBA, resulting in a
different set of uniform, water-soluble particles.
The product of synthesis with a thiol:gold ratio
of 2:1 formed a single sharp band upon gel elec-
trophoresis, with a mobility greater than that of
the Au102NP, indicative of a smaller size, as con-
firmed by cryogenic TEM (fig. S1). Electrospray
ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MS)
revealed four peaks corresponding to various
charged forms of a compound of ~18 kD with a
gold core of ~14 kD (fig. S2). A stable AuNPwith a
gold core of similar size was previously reported
byWhetten et al. (7). Because themass difference
between three atoms of gold [m = 591 atomic
mass units (amu)] and four molecules of 3-MBA
(m = 613 amu) could not be resolved, the MS
result was consistent with the possiblemolecular
formulas [Au71(3-MBA)27]

n–, [Au68(3-MBA)31]
n–,

[Au68(3-MBA)32]
n–, [Au65(3-MBA)35]

n–, and [Au62(3-
MBA)39]

n– (where n is 5, 6, 7, or 8). We could
distinguish among these possibilities by ther-
mogravimetric analysis (TGA) and x-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS). TGA gave a weight
loss of 24.4% (fig. S3), compared with values of
26.2% expected for Au68(3-MBA)31 or 26.8% ex-
pected for Au68(3-MBA)32, both discrepancies
within the error of the method (8). By contrast,
expected TGA weight loss values of 29.6% for
Au65(3-MBA)35 and 33.0% for Au62(3-MBA)39
represent discrepancies three to five times greater.
XPS gave signals corresponding to Au, S, C, and O
(fig. S4), and the peak intensities corresponding
to Au4f and S2p were integrated to establish the
ratio between Au and organic material. The dif-
ference between the values of 65.5% Au and
34.5% S measured and those of 68.7% Au and
31.3% S expected for Au68(3-MBA)31 or 68.0% Au
and 32.0% S expected for Au68(3-MBA)32 were
againwithin the error of themethod (8). Values of
72.4% Au and 27.6% S expected for Au71(3-MBA)27
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